
COVID-19 Purchasing Freeze Exception Request 
Academic Affairs Division 

Justification:

Approval Signatures
Department Chair:

Dean/Vice Provost/Vice President: 

Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs:

New procurementChange order to existing PO

A COVID-19 Purchasing Freeze Exception is required for new purchases, or any changes to existing 
purchase orders, after April 1, 2020 in excess of $10,000, unless it is funded by Contracts and Grants.  

Exceptions to the purchasing freeze may only be granted for purchases that are proven to be critical in 
supporting the university's core mission of education and research. A blanket exception has been approved 
for purchases from faculty startup funds.

Please complete the form and return it to aabpa@ucf.edu for approval.  

Organizational Unit: 

Sub unit:

Department:

Funding Department number:

Item/Equipment/Service:  

Total cost:

Include PO number in justification


	Justification: The cyber lab cluster is a set of specialized equipment targeted to the needs of establishing a configurable cyber range for student training and competitions peculiar to cyber security. The game plan was to build out the cluster in two phases, creating an initial capability (which was done in 2019), then adding to it with the next generation of hardware (which became available in Spring 2020) to provide the most performance /dollar.  The additional hardware is needed to scale the cluster to support hosting competitions, etc.   Given that all hack@UCF and Cyber team training and competitions will be virtual this year, completing the build-out has become imperative.   This purchase is the second part of the two-step plan, adding to hardware purchased last year from Silicon Mechanics, an approved vendor.  It is important to maintain hardware and software compatibility across the cluster, making Silicon Mechanics the most efficient and economic solution.    Funding for the purchase comes from the Lockheed Martin Cyber Lab donation, which currently has budget specifically targeted for building and enhancing the cyber lab computing cluster.    
	Sub Unit: [ N/A]
	Organizational Unit: [AA-College of Engr/Comp Sci]
	Department name: CEC DN-OPERATIONS
	Item to purchase: Silicon Mechanics - Quote #200720-49A
	Cost: US$ 39,618.77
	Department number: 1610-0001 (It will be reimbursed from UCF Foundation acct).
	Status: New procurement


